COUNCIL PROHIBITS "CUTTING AT NOON"

Students and faculty have been requested not to "cut" in the campus dining halls between 12 and 1 p.m. The policy was implemented because of continual cutting in the halls by seniors, who are known for their love of "cutting." The policy will be enforced by the student council and the staff of the campus dining halls.

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES BANNED

The Student Council has banned all social activities on campus. This includes all parties, dances, and other gatherings. The decision was made due to the lack of interest in these activities and the desire for more academic pursuits.

FRESHMAN BUDGET IS RAISED TO $500; HAS $220 INCREASE

The freshman budget has been increased to $500, with $220 added to the original fund. This increase was necessary due to the rising cost of living and the need for more funds to support the freshman class.

MAP MAJORS SUBSTITUTE FOR FRESHMEN

A new substitute for freshmen is being added to the map majors. This will allow for more fresh ideas and a fresh perspective in the map department.

S. L. B. LEAVES FOR AFRICA

S. L. B. is leaving for Africa as a new member of the diplomatic corps. He will be representing our country and will bring new ideas and perspectives to the region.

THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT ALBANY "PLAYS ALBANY" LAST NIGHT TONIGHT

The State University of New York at Albany "played Albany" last night and tonight. The event was attended by the students and faculty of the university, as well as the general public.

ASSEMBLY TO ATTACK ALLEGED RATIFICATION OF CONSTITUTION

News' Criticism Of Legality Of Ratification Not Officially Denied; Paper Questions Constitutionality Of Soliciting Votes; Resolution Set, Is Claim

The alleged ratification of the new student constitution was under fire in the last student assembly voting this week. The attack, which has been delayed for several weeks because of other student association business, is expected to continue next week.

Charges that the alleged ratification was illegal have been made at various times by the State College News. The news has been denied by students association officers.

ROBBERS STEAL $30 AND A WRISTWATCH FROM SYDDELL HALL

The second floor of the State College group was robbed when thirty dollars and a wristwatch were taken from seven girls living at Sydдел Hall. The robbers fled, but lost the stolen money. Those whose money was taken were: Anna Rosp, Marjorie Hartnett, Florence Boling, Mary Maxwell, Mildred Grey, and Frances Hall.

HOSPITAL GETS ONE, 2 ARE QUARANTINED IN DIPHTHERIA CASE

Miss Frederick, 30, is in the Albany Hospital, and two other girls who are teaching Latin, while Miss Cbeschrogh was quarantined last night. Miss Frederick and Miss Cbeschrogh were quarantined last night. They were quarantined on the lower floor of Sydдел Hall, after the first floor and top floor were isolated.

The quarantine on the hall will be lifted within a week, it is not known whether it will be lifted at the same time. It is not known whether it will be lifted at the same time.
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The quarantine on the hall will be lifted within a week, it is not known whether it will be lifted at the same time.
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Defense of the News' stand. One of the teachers was present while Miss Lane declared for the new constitution.
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COMING OF AGE IN SAMOA SHOWS SOUTH SEAS ALSO HAVE PROBLEMS

By W.M.F.

Coming of Age in Samoa, by Margaret Mead. 200 pages.


Despite its alluring title, Coming of Age in Samoa is but a small slice of the island life of the native Samoan residents; rather, it is a psychological study of these primitive children of nature. Although a fascinating and vivid account of a very rare and natural type of isolated sociability, it might lead one to expect to find in it a novel of island life.

The book is a quartet with no additional charge above the regular price of the book. The four volumes are as follows:

1. The Kula Triad—A sociology of exchange
2. The Family of the Samoan
3. The Men, The Women, and Their Play—A psychiatric study of the native Samoan
4. The Flowers of the Field—A study of the native Samoan's art and culture

The relationships between the sexes, relationships within the family, and social customs and folklore are described in detail. The book is a valuable contribution to the study of primitive cultures.

The relationships with the sexes, the family, and social customs and folklore are described in detail. The book is a valuable contribution to the study of primitive cultures.
ALUMNA IS PRAISED FOR RADIO DRAMA

Rosalin Greene Writes, Directs And Plays In Television Broadway

The work of Rosalin Greene, in the field of television broadcasting is being hailed by critics in New York city as unusual.

Miss Greene is an alumna of State College, and took part in drama work here as an undergraduate.

Her direction, staging, writing and playing in recent dramas before a radio audience from WMAA was recorded in a recent issue of the New York Sun.

Miss Greene, whose real name is Rosaline Greeneberg, broadcasts every Wednesday at 9:30 o'clock, from WMAA.

The article in the New York Sun said in part: "These dramas were staged, directed, written and acted in by Rosaline Greeneberg, who last month was in command as usual, assisted by Phil Hoenmeyers as leading man. The success of these dramas was discovered last night to be for the most part in the ability of the artists participating to make their own personalities felt across the air without seeming in the least unnatural or affected.

The play in which Miss Greene made her appearance was written by her. It portrayed the fate of two gunmen who were made the subjects of television while attempting to hold up a fashionable night club. Since police were furnish place recently at the home of Sanford A. Cortright, for thirty years a teacher and for seventeen years a district superintendent in the public schools at Middleton, recently died at his home in Middletown. Mr. Cortright was a graduate of the New York State Normal School at Albany, now State College. He specialized in bettering the conditions in rural schools of his district. He is succeeded by his son, A. M. Cortright, in the office of district superintendent.

NEW ETA PHI MEMBERS

Ella Philachinos, who was president of the Student Literary Society at the school, and Marion Conklin, '29, and Miriam Holmes, '28, were the new members of the society.

If it's made of RUBBER

We Have It

ALLING RUBBER CO.

451 Broadway

Electricity opens a new era of ocean travel

"Miraculously quiet and vibrationless, luxurious and swift, the new electrically operated S. S. California, largest American-built passenger ship, has opened a new era in ocean travel.

Electricity drives the California so efficiently that the fuel bill for the initial coast-to-coast trip was even less than the usual tolls.

Electricity mantles the winches, bakes the bread, makes the ice and polishes the silver. And electricity cools the cabins and provides passengers with the comforts found in the finest hotels.

Complete electrification makes the California an engineering marvel and a commercial success; it is booked for advance, a sister ship has been launched, and another is under construction.

On sea or land, in every walk of life, electricity is in the van of progress. Undreamed of yesterday, the electric ship is a symbol of the electrical industry's part in modern civilization and a prophecy of even greater accomplishment.

For You! For Everybody!

Call and let us show you this wonderful little typewriter.

Price, complete with case, $25.00

Hicks & Hoge, 302 Washington St.

Remington Portable

STEUBEN STREET

Corner James

Phone 4-3773
Is survival in the college intimate? Is there any advantage or gain in extracurricular activities? Dr. W. H. P. Foster, president of Brown University, expressed in a recent publication the idea that social life in colleges is "thoroughly intimate." This is the art of extracurricular activities. Some of State College faculty members agree with him in part.

On the subject of student humor, Professor W. C. Decker, head of the German department, thinks that the word "interpersonal" is too little, and he does not like that same emphasis is put "oil extra-curricular activities. He says, "There are too many clubs, gatherings and meetings of various sorts. They demand too much of the students' time and attention. Also, the sports of American colleges, though not so oral in character, have too much emphasis. He says, "There are too many jokes, in our own college, get too much attention from the students.
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LATEST WHO'S WHO

LAW SCHOOL FACULTY

Dr. Harold W. Thomson, professor of English, and Dr. George A. S. Brubacher, dean of the college of philosophy and education, are listed in Who's Who for 1929, for the first time. Dr. Thomson is a member of the Board of Trustees of the college. Dr. Brubacher is a member of the Board of Trustees of the college. Dr. Thomson is also president of the department of education association.

PHI DELTA INITIATES

Dr. Paul A. McNett, president of the college, said today. This is the first time that the college has held a news writing class, said today. This is the first time that the college has held a news writing class.

TO BECOME "CUB"

MISS STEELE SAYS

"All those students who wish to try out for the editorial staff of the State College News may come in and see me at 4:30 tomorrow afternoon for registration and new assignments," Margaret J. Steele, editor of the student writing class, said today.

The club for the "Cub" will be given this year for students to try for the editorial staff, she declared.

In 1927, the club will be given every Friday at 11:15 at the club, and one editor will be chosen from each group until further notice. All students who are interested in the club have signed for the course are expected to try for the club until the end. The club will be the only club for this year, Miss Steele said today.

Approximately 75 students have actually signed up for the course and have joined the editorial staff of the State College News, this is the largest class on record for the editorial department of the publication.

The climax of the club for the "Cub" is to be "Cub" for the "Cub" at the end of the year, the club's annual convention will be held in Rochester, November 22 and 23. Several State College alumni are expected to attend.

Dr. Frank B. Bumstead, superintendent of schools at Altoona, who delivered the commencement address in June, will speak at one of the sessions. Dr. Bumstead is also president of the department of education association.

W. Y. C. A. HOUSE OFFICERS

Election of officers of the W. Y. C. A. house at Chancellor's Hall, said today. This is the first time that the college has held a news writing class.
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COMMISSION PLANS "CLEAN-UP" DRIVE
To Wage Campaign in Men's And Women's Halls, Mcgavy Says

Drives for a "clean-up" campaign will begin next week under the direction of the campus chairman, Miss Mcgavy, 22, director, has announced.

The girls who will direct the campaign in the girls' locker rooms are Margaret Walworth, 21; Dorothy Kline, 21, and Jane Murray, 21, while in charge of the men's locker room.

Dorothy Thomas, 21, has charge of the lost and found box. "We are planning to set a definite, regular time for the opening of the box," said Miss Mcgavy. Catherine Huyler, 22, will see that the boys are kept in "order in the science building.
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NEW CHECKER CLUB HAS FIFTY-ONE ENROLLED
Women's Student Association has organized this club; there have enrolled in the last three weeks 51 girls, none enrolled for the last week, according to the notes of the State News. The club is run by Miss Brown. Unit: in, before the present freshman class, the State News says.

NEWS' STROVE AGREES WITH DIGEST

CHEMISTRY STUDENTS SEE FILTRATION PLANT
Last week the members of the chemical fraternity, Lambda Alpha, visited their officers, Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Henry, to show off the filtration plant located in the basement of the science building.

YOUTH AND DRAMA CLUB NEXT WEEK
The Youth and Drama Club will meet next week, according to a notice in the State News.
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HEADS FRESHMAN

Catherine Trainer is the first girl in six years to be freshman presid.

32 FIRST CLASS IN 6 YEARS TO CHOOSE GIRL AS PRESIDENT

Elected first girl president of a freshman class in six years, Catherine Trainer, assumed leadership of the class at the first meeting conducted Monday.

Fresman men presidents for the past six years were: Clarence Nye in 1923, Herbert K. Harrington in 1922, David S. Sutler in 1925, Louis J. Wolseley, '29, and Russell W. Ludlam in 1927.

Miss Trainer is a graduate of St. Michaels College of Vermont and was elected first girl president of a freshman class in six years to be chosen.

Men and women students and faculty are expected to attend. Dr. Nelson and Mr. Beaver are alumni of the class.

MISS MILLY'S TALK

WILL BE NOVEMBER 15

Miss Milly's next event, "The Singing Fool," will be presented November 15. The presentation will be made on the campus of the college at the time scheduled.

FRATERNITY TO HAVE "FALL DANCE TOMORROW"

The Iota Chapter of Beta Theta Pi will hold its annual fall dance tomorrow night in the college gym. F. J. Henney, '29, is general chairman.

The dance will be informal, and similar to dances held in the high school this season. Purcell's orchestra will play.
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